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Abstract. The argmax function returns the index of the (first copy of
the) maximum value occuring in a list of values. argmax is important
in models where we choose a characteristic value based on a seperate
criteria, and for modelling neural networks which make use of argmax in
their definition. The argmax constraint has been studied for the special
case of its use to find the index of the first true in a list of Booleans,
since this is useful for encoding if-then-else chains. Here we examine
the general argmax constraint for the first time. We define an efficient
domain consistent propagator and a decomposition for integers which
implements domain consistency.
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Introduction

The argmax function returns the index of the maximum value occuring in a list
of values. Importantly, if two or more entries in the list take the maximum value
it returns the index of the first such value. While argmax is a well understood
mathematical operator, it not nearly as widely used as, for example, max. In that
sense it has not been carefully considered previously. Recently, a propagation
algorithm for argmax was developed for the restricted case of a Boolean array
with known upper bound [12]. However, the general case of non-fixed numeric
arguments has never been considered in detail.
argmax is important as a constraint since it allows us to embed optimization
problems as subproblems of another problem, where we want have access to the
solution that leads to the optimal result, rather than just the optimal value.
Example 1. argmax is used to model selecting a value based on a separate
criteria. Let (xi , yi ) be pairs of possible values to be selected xi and the worthiness criteria for that selection yi , then a model to select the best value v is
v = xargmax y . More concretely, in MiniZinc this is modelled as
1
2
3

array [1.. n ] of var int : x ;
array [1.. n ] of var int : y ;
var int : v = x [ arg_max ( y ) ];

argmax is increasingly important for discrete optimization because of its use
in machine learning models. Many forms of machine learning rely on argmax
to define the result of a machine learning algorithm. If we want to use these
models inside a discrete optimization problem then we need to be able to model
the argmax behaviour.
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Example 2. An important modern use of argmax is in the output layer of classification style neural nets, where the last layer is typically an argmax returning
the class which is most highly likely to be present. A simple MiniZinc model for
such a neural net layer is
1
2

array [ CLASS ] of var float : likelihood ; % l i k e l i h o o d from NN of each class
var CLASS : x = arg_max ( likelihood ) ;
% most likely class

This is particularly important given the trend towards embedding classifiers as part of optimization models (e.g. [2]). But also given recent interest in
techniques for explainable AI (e.g. [4, 1]). Given a classifier K, observations (or
hypotheses) H and output class c, an abductive explanation [7] is a (minimal)
subset of H which still guarantees output class c. For multi-class classification
problems, this requires querying whether H 0 ∧ c 6= argmax(likelehood ) is satisfiable for various subsets H 0 of H. Hence the need to reason about classifiers.
In this paper we investigate the argmax constraint from a constraint programming perspective. The contributions of this paper are:
– A complete characterization of the domain consistent propagation possible
from an argmax constraint;
– An efficient domain consistent propagator for argmax;
– A new decomposition for argmax over integers which maintains domain
consistency; and
– Experimental results showing the benefit of the new propagator and decomposition
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
introduce notation. In Section 3 we examine the current default decomposition
for argmax in the MiniZinc [9] library, which is the only existing argmax implementation we are aware of, and highlight its shortcomings. In Section 4 we
define all the propagation rules that are possible for an argmax constraint, and
indeed prove that applying them results in a domain consistent propagator. In
Section 5 we define a new decomposition for argmax which is domain consistent
(under some easy to satisfy conditions about the constraints that implement it).
In Section 6 we discuss a simpler variant of argmax. In Section 7 we provide
experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new propagator and decomposition, on both unit tests and complete examples that make use of argmax.
Finally in Section 8 we conclude.
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Preliminaries

A constraint problem P = hV, Dinit , C, oi consists of a set of variables V, an initial
domain Dinit , a set of propagators for constraints C and an objective o w.l.o.g.
to be minimized. A domain D is a mapping from each v ∈ V variables to a set of
integer values D(v), which defined the possible values that v can take. We will
use range notation l..u to represent the set of integer R = {d ∈ Z|l ≤ d ∧ d ≤ u}
to define domains.
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An assignment θ is a mapping from V to integers. We say θ ∈ D iff ∀v ∈
V, θ(v) ∈ D(v). An assignment satisfies a constraint c ∈ C if θ(c) is true. A
solution of problem P = hV, Dinit , C, oi is an assignment θ ∈ Dinit that satisfies
all constraints c ∈ C. An optimal solution θ of P is a solution of P such that for
all other solutions θ0 of P, θ(o) ≤ θ0 (o).
We will be interested in discussing propagation behaviour so we introduce
some finer grained notation for reasoning about the current state of a CP solver.
The least value a variable x can take in domain D is lbD (x) = min D(x), similarly
the greatest value variable x can take in domain D is ubD (x) = max D(x). The
atomic constraints for problem P are defined as
{false}∪{hx = di | x ∈ V, d ∈ Dinit (x)}∪{hx ≥ di | x ∈ V, d ∈ Dinit (x)−{lbDinit (x)}
We treat atomic constraints as propositions that reason about the current domain D. For example, hx = di is true in the current domain D if D(x) = {d},
false if d 6∈ D(x) and unknown otherwise. Similarly hx ≥ di is true if lbD (x) ≥ d,
false if ubD (x) < d and unknown otherwise.
For real variables1 we need to introduce the additional open atomic constraints {hx > di | d ∈ Dinit (x) − {lbDinit (x) (x)}. For integers hx > di is just
shorthand for hx ≥ d + 1i.
We use the notation hx 6= di as shorthand for ¬ hx = di, hx ≤ di as shorthand
for ¬ hx > di, and hx < di as shorthand for ¬ hx ≥ di.
Finally, we introduce the notation x b y where x and y are numeric and b
is Boolean, which is shorthand for x ≤ y if b = 0 and x < y where b = 1. That is
b is an indicator of the strictness of the comparison. x b y is similarly defined.
Note that for integers x b y is equivalent to x ≤ y − b, and x b y is equivalent
to x ≥ y + b. The importance of this notation is that given an array [x1 , . . . , xn ]
if xi i<j xj , i 6= j then position i cannot be the argmax of the array since xj
is either equal and earlier or greater.

3

Current argmax decomposition

The standard MiniZinc encoding (as of 2.4.3) of z = argmax ([x1 , . . . , xn ]) is
reasonably straightforward: it introduces auxiliary variables mi and pi respectively indicating the value and position of the maximum over the first i elements,
with constraints:
m1
mi+1
pi+1
z

= x1 ∧ p1 = 1
= max(mi , xi+1 )
= if mi < xi+1 then i + 1 else pi
= pn

This encoding is sound, but unsatisfactory. Assuming an appropriate encoding of the conditional [12] it can propagate forwards to z, but neither enforces
domain consistency on z nor effectively incorporates knowledge of z back into
the bounds.
1

Implemented by floating point ranges.
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Example 3. Consider z = argmax ([x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ]), with current domains {z 7→
{1, 3, 4}, x1 ∈ 1..3, x2 ∈ 2..10, x3 ∈ 3..5, x4 ∈ 4..6}. Using the decomposition
above, we find:
i
1
2
3
4
D(mi ) 1..3 2..10 3..10
4..10
D(pi ) {1} 1..2 1..3 {1, 3, 4}
At this point, no further pruning can be performed. However, we miss several
inferences. First, since lbD (x4 ) > ubD (x1 ), we can infer 1 ∈
/ D(z). And for x2
not to be the max, it can be at most 5.
t
u
The underlying problem with the decomposition is that it doesnt propagate
information backwards about pi . We know that p4 6= 2 which means p2 6= 2
which would allow the pruning of x2 .

4

Propagation behaviour of argmax

A domain consistent propagator for argmax is the strongest possible implementation we can hope for in a constraint programming solver. The constraint
z = argmax ([x1 , . . . , xn ]) can correctly propagate as follows:
– If a value j is known not to be the maximum index value z, then it cannot
take a value greater than (or equal to if it occurs earlier than the index of
the max ubi ) to the maximum possible value of the maximum of x1 , . . . , xn ,
ub:
∀j.ubi = argmax i∈D(z) ubD (xi ) ∧ ub = ubD (xubi ) ∧ hz 6= ji
⇒ xj j<ubi ub

(1)

– If a variable xj ’s maximum value is less than the least possible maximum
value of x1 , . . . , xn , lb, (or equal to and it occurs at a later position than
where this value first occurs lbi ) then it cannot be the argmax position z:
∀j.lbi = argmax i∈1..n lbD (xi ) ∧ lb = lbD (xlbi )
∧ xj j<lbi lb ⇒ hz 6= ji

(2)

– If the index of the max z is known to be j then xj cannot take values that
would be too low to be consistent with the least possible value lb of the max
of x1 , . . . , xn :
D(z) = {j} ∧ lbi = argmax i∈1..n lbD (xi ) ∧ lb = lbD (xlbi )
⇒ xj j>lbi lb

(3)

Example 4. Consider Example 3. Figure 1 illustrates the application of the propagation rules. Equation (1) finds ubi = 4, ub = 6 and prunes any values which
would set z to a removed value (marked in green), inferring x2 < 6. Equation (2)
finds lbi = 4, lb = 4 and removes any indices which can no longer become lbi ,
discovering z 6= 1 since x1 < 4.
Suppose instead that also D(z) = 1 then Equation 3 will apply enforcing
that x1 ≥ 4 and thus causing failure.
t
u
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Fig. 1: Propagation of argmax from domains in Example 3. 2 has already been
removed from D(z), so cannot be chosen as ubi .

We can indeed show that these three rules define all the propagation behaviour we can correctly define for the constraint z = argmax ([x1 , . . . , xn ]).
Theorem 1. Exhaustive application of the rules of Equations (1), (2) and (3)
enforces domain consistency for z = argmax ([x1 , . . . , xn ]).
Proof. Given domain D which results from the exhaustive application of the rules
of Equations (1), (2) and (3), we show that it provides a supporting solution for
each value remaining in the domain.
Suppose j ∈ D(z). We construct a solution θ ∈ D of the constraint where z =
j. We claim that θ = {z 7→ j, xj 7→ ubD (xj ), xi 7→ lbD (xi ), i 6= j} is a solution.
Suppose to the contrary, then there exists i 6= j where either lbD (xi ) > ubD (xj )
or lbD (xi ) = ubD (xj ) ∧ i < j. Let lbi and lb be defined as in Equation (2), then
clearly lb ≥ lbD (xi ) and the conditions for the Equation (2) hold, so j 6∈ D(z).
Contradiction.
Suppose v ∈ D(xj ). We construct a solution θ ∈ D of the constraint where
xj = v. Let ubi and ub be defined as in (Equation 1).
Consider the case where j 6= ubi . Consider the valuation θ = {z 7→ ubi, xj 7→
v, xi 7→ ubD (xi ), i 6= j}. We claim this is a solution. Suppose to the contrary then
v > ubD (xubi ) or v = ubD (xubi ) ∧ j < ubi . For this to occur j 6∈ D(z) otherwise
its impossible by the definition of ubi and ub. But then all the conditions of
Equation (1) apply and we would have imposed xj j<ubi ub, meaning v 6∈
D(xj ). Contradiction.
Consider the case where j = ubi . Consider the valuation θ = {z 7→ j, xj 7→
v, xi 7→ lbD (xi )), i 6= j}. We claim this is a solution or we can construct an
alternate. Note that j = ubi ∈ D(z) by definition.
Suppose to the contrary θ is not a solution. Then there exists i 6= j where
either lbD (xi ) > v or lbD (xi ) = v ∧ i < j. Let lbi and lb be defined as in
Equation (3), then clearly lb ≥ v. There are two cases. If D(z) = {j} then
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argmax([x1 , . . . , xn ], z)
ubi ← argmax (ubD (xi )|i ∈ D(z))
ub ← ubD (xubi )
for(j ∈ 1..n − D(z))
post( xj j<ubi ub )
lbi ← argmax (lbD (xi )|i ∈ 1..n)
lb ← lbD (xlbi )
for(j ∈ D(z))
if (ubD (xj ) j<lbi lb):
post(hz 6= ji)
if (D(z) = {j})
post( xj lbi<j lbD (xlbi ) )

Fig. 2: Basic propagator for z = argmax ([x1 , ..., xn ]).
the conditions of Equation (3) hold and we would have imposed xj j>lbi lb,
meaning v 6∈ D(xj ). Contradiction.
Otherwise, there is some other value j 0 6= j, j 0 ∈ D(z). We construct θ0 =
{z 7→ j 0 , xj 7→ v, xj 0 7→ ubD (x0j ), xi 7→ lbD (xi ), i 6∈ {j, j 0 }}. Suppose to the
contrary that θ0 is not a solution, then there exists i 6= j 0 where either lbD (xi ) >
ubD (xj 0 ) or lbD (xi ) = ubD (xj 0 ) ∧ i < j 0 . Note that v ≤ lb so it cannot be the
unique cause why ubD (xj 0 ) does not represent the max value assigned to an x
variable in θ0 . But this means the conditions of Equation 2 apply for j = j 0
which would mean we would propagate z 6= j 0 . Contradiction.
Since every value in the domain D is supported by a solution θ of the constraint in D the propagation enforces domain consistency.
t
u
Theorem 1 shows that the propagation rules enforce domain consistency, but
we need to enforce them efficiently. A straightforward propagator implementation is shown in Figure 2, more or less a direct implementation of rules (1)-(3).
Note that post(a) make the domain change given by the atomic constraint a.
The propagator is clearly O(n).
Table 1 implicitly defines an incremental propagator for the argmax constraint. It shows how Equations (1–3) are applied on relevant domain change
events. lbi and ubi are maintained between calls. Whenever the current ubi
is (potentially) invalidated, we call filter-ub to compute an updated ubi , then
apply Equation (1) to tighten upper bonds. When the maximum lower bound
increases, filter-z is called to apply Equation (2) to prune any invalidated indices.
Equation (2) is also applied upon hxi ≤ ki, but only for the changed index. The
complexity of the incremental propagator is still O(n) since it may need to update ubi or filter multiple domains.
Example 5. Consider Example 3 where the initial domains are instead {z ∈
{3, 4}, x1 ∈ 1..3, x2 ∈ 2..5, x3 ∈ 3..5, x4 ∈ 4..6} which is a fixpoint for the rules.
The propagator state has ubi = 4, and lbi = 4. If we have new event hx2 ≥ 3i then
the test immediately fails and nothing happens. If we have new event hx1 ≤ 2i
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Table 1: Propagation events for z = argmax([x1 , ..., xn ]).
on hz 6= ji:
if (j = ubi):
filter-ub(D)
else:
post(xi j<lbi ubD (xubi ))
if (D(z) = {j 0 }):
filter-lb(j 0 , D)
on hxj ≤ ki:
if (j = ubi):
filter-ub(D)
if (k j<lbi lbD (xlbi )):
post(z 6= j)
on hxj ≥ ki:
if (¬(k j≤lbi lbD (xlbi )))
lbi ← j
if (D(z) = {j 0 })
filter-lb(j 0 , D)
else
filter-z(D)

filter-ub(D):
ubi ← argmax (ubD (xi )|i ∈ D(z))
ub ← ubD (xubi )
for(j ∈ 1..n − D(z))
post( xj j<ubi ub )
filter-z(D):
for(j ∈ D(z)):
if (ubD (xj ) j<lbi lb):
post(hz 6= ji)
filter-lb(j, D):
post( xj lbi<j lbD (xlbi ) )
lbi ← j

similarly both test fails and nothing happens. On hz 6= 4i we determine the new
upper bound ub = 5 and ubi = 3 and post hx4 ≤ 5i and since D(z) is now a
singleton we also post hx3 ≥ 4i.
t
u
As mentioned above, lbi and ubi are perserved between propagator calls. In
practice, we also persistently track the set Ir = {i ∈ 1..n−D(z) | ¬(ub(xi ) i<lbi
lb(xlbi ))}. This is the set of indices which may be updated by filter-ub: they
have been removed from D(z), but would otherwise be candidates for the maximum index. Then in filter-ub we iterate over Ir directly, skipping irrelevant
indices.
Explaining Propagation In any lazy clause generation [10] solver (as we shall
use in Section 7), a propagator for constraint c must provide an explanation for
any inference ϕ: a conjunction E of atomic constraints such that D → E, and
E ∧ c → ϕ. Fortunately, for argmax the explanations are readily extracted from
equations (1 – 3). The explanation for Equation (1) for xj j<ubi ub is the
most involved, as we need to justify why ub(xubi ) takes its value. That is, for
each index, why it does not support a greater upper bound. The explanation
becomes:
∀k∈D(z) xk k<ubi ub ∧ ∀k∈D(z)
hz 6= ki → xj j<ubi ub .
/
The explanation from Equation (2) as to why hz 6= ji is that there was some
other index k such that lb(xk ) k>j ubD (xj ). At the time of propagation, lbi is
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always such an index, so our explanation is
xj j<lbi lb ∧ hxlbi ≥ lbi → hz 6= ji .
Similarly, the explanation from Equation (3) for xj lbi>j c is always
hz = ji ∧ ¬ xlbi lbi<j c → xj lbi>j c .
Example 6. Examining the propagation in Example 4, the explanation for hx2 ≤ 5i
is hx1 < 6i ∧ hx3 ≤ 6i ∧ hx4 ≤ 6i ∧ hz 6= 2i → hx2 < 6i, while the explanation for
hz 6= 1i is hx1 < 4i ∧ hx4 ≥ 4i → hz 6= 1i.
t
u

5

Decomposition

For the case of integer values, can produce a better decomposition of the argmax
propagator by reasoning lexicographically about the pairs (xj , −j). The maximum of these pairs defines the position and value of the max. Using this idea
results in the decomposition below. We introduce auxiliary variables qj to represent the value of the pair (xj , −j) as a single integer n × xj + n − j. We introduce
M to represent the maximum value of the pairs. The decomposition is:
qj = n × xj + n − j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
M = max([q1 , . . . , qn ])
z 6= j ↔ M > qj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Note that qi < qj iff xi i<j xj . (We cannot do the same for real or floating
point values, as we cannot readily define a view T s.t. T (xi , i) < T (xj , j) ≡
xi i<j xj ). Note that the qj variables can be defined by variable views [11] and
hence dont exist as separate variables, thus the main cost of the decomposition
is the global max constraint and the reified inequalities bj ↔ M > qj , where bj
is equated to hz 6= ji.
Theorem 2. The decomposition defined above implements domain consistency
for the constraint z = argmax([x1 , . . . , xn ], assuming bounds consistent propagation of max and the reified inequalities, and domain consistent propagation of
qj = n × xj + (u − j).
Proof. We show that it implements all the propagation behaviour discussed in
Section 4. Note that qj = n × xj + (n − j) is often implemented by a view [11]
which is equivalent to domain consistent propagation.
Examining Equation (1) and give a domain D where ubi and ub are defined
as shown in the equation. Suppose the value ubD (M ) arises from position i.
If i ∈ D(z) then ubi = i by definition and bounds consistency of the max
and ubD (M ) = n × ub − (n − ubi). The fact that z 6= j will immediately assert
qj < n×ub+(n−ubi) which is equivalent to xj ≤ ub−(j < ubi). This holds since
the propagation of qj = n×xj +(n−j) is domain consistent. Now consider when
i 6∈ D(z). Then by bounds consistency of the max ubD (M ) = n×ubD (xi )−(n−i).
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But since z 6= i the decomposition enforces qi < n × ubD (xi ) − (n − i) or
equivalently xi < ubD (xi ) by the domain consistent propagation of qj = n ×
xj + (n − j). This reduces the upper bound of xi . This process will continue until
the (new) index i giving the max value for M is in D(z) otherwise its upper
bound will also be reduced. So eventually we hit the first case above. Hence
Equation (1) is implemented by the decomposition.
Examining Equation (2) and give a domain D where lbi and lb are defined
as shown in the equation. By bounds consistency of the max lbD (M ) = n × lb +
(n − lbi). The fact that xlbi ≤ lb − (j < lbi) means that qlbi < n × lb + (n − lbi) is
known to be true (by domain consistency of qi = n × xj + (n − j)), meaning that
the constraint will immediately assert z 6= j. Hence Equation (2) is implemented
by the decomposition.
Examining Equation (3) and give a domain D where lbi and lb are defined
as shown in the equation. By bounds consistency of the max lbD (M ) = n × lb +
(n − lbi). Making z = j enforces M ≤ qj which given the bound on M bounds
consistency enforces (for all qk and in particular) qj ≥ n × lb + (n − lbi) which is
by domain propagation of qi = n × xj + (n − j) equivalent to xj ≥ lb + (lbi < j).
Hence Equation (3) is implemented by the decomposition.
t
u
The decomposition has an advantage over the propagator since the introduced variables M and q allow for concise explanations.
Example 7. Consider Example 3. Using the new decomposition we the definition
of the new variables gives domains
i
1
2
3
4
M
D(qi ) 7..15 10..42 13..21 16..24 16..42
The fact that q1 < M must hold enforces hz 6= 1i. The explanation is simply
hq1 ≤ 15i ∧ hM ≥ 16i → hz 6= 1i. Assuming the q are defined by views this will
be hx1 ≤ 3i ∧ hM ≥ 16i → hz 6= 1i. Note that this is more reusable than the
explanation by the propagator which commits to a single variable x4 .
Then hz 6= 2i enforces that hq2 < 42i which removes the top value from its
domain, this then changes the domain of x2 to 2..9 and q2 to 10..38, the process
repeats until the domain of x2 becomes 2..5 and q2 is 10..22 and M is 16..24.
The explanation chain is long, the final explanation for hx2 ≤ 5i is hz 6= 2i ∧
hM ≤ 26i → hx2 ≤ 5i, which again is agnostic about the reason for the upper
bound on M .
t
u

6

Argmax Variant

There is a very similar constraint to argmax in the global constraint catalog,
called max index [8]. This relation is defined as
max index(z, [x1 , . . . , xn ]) ≡ xz = max([x1 , . . . , xn ])
so it simply requires z to be an index where the maximum value occurs, not
the first. This means it is not functional, and cannot thus be used for encoding
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conditional constructs like argmax. The simple definition by decomposition
above is not domain consistent.
Example 8. Consider the problem of Example 3 where the constraint is instead
max index(z, [x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ]). Then the decomposition determines max(x) ∈ 4..10
and propagates z 6= 1. It does not determine that x2 ≤ 6 which is a consequence
of the constraint since if x2 = 7 then z could not be the correct index 2.
t
u
We can define the domain consistent propagator for max index by using rules
analogous to rules (1)–(3).
– If a value j is known not to be the maximum index value z, then it cannot
take a value greater than the maximum possible value of the maximum of
x1 , . . . , xn , ub:
∀j.ub = maxi∈D(z) ubD (xi ) ∧ hz 6= ji ⇒ hxj ≤ ubi

(4)

– If a variable xj ’s maximum value is less than the least possible maximum
value of x1 , . . . , xn , lb, then it cannot be the argmax position z:
∀j.lb = maxi∈1..n lbD (xi ) ∧ hxj < lbi ⇒ hz 6= ji

(5)

– If the index of the max z is known to be j then xj cannot take values that
would be too low to be consistent with the least possible value lb of the max
of x1 , . . . , xn :
D(z) = {j} ∧ lb = maxi∈1..n lbD (xi ) ⇒ hxj ≥ lbi

(6)

We can straightforwardly modify the propagator of Figure 1 and incremental
update rules of Table 1 to implement this simpler variant.

7

Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented the argmax propagator presented in Section 4 in geas [5],
a lazy clause generation-based CP solver. We compare the standard MiniZinc
decomposition dec with the new propagator prop and and the new decomposition new presented in Section 5. Experiments were conducted on a Core
i7 7820-HQ 2.9Ghz with 32 Gb ram, running Ubuntu 18.04. All experiments
were conducted with a 600 second timeout. All times are in seconds; a ‘—’ entry indicates a timeout. Models and instances used in this section are available
at https://gkgange.github.io/papers/2020/argmax.
7.1

Unit tests

Let π be an n × n matrix of values generated randomly in [1, n]. We construct
a constraint system:
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n dec prop new
30
4.1 0.07 0.11
40 57.16 0.14 0.25
50 362.71 0.86 1.32
60
— 3.88 5.72
70
— 5.96 9.89
80
— 21.82 31.67
90
— 43.93 82.46
100
— 152.32 224.06
110
— 258.95 345.13
120
—
—
—

Fig. 3: Unit-test performance for argmax on integer variables, for increasing n.

1
2

forall ( i in 1.. n ) ( x [ i ] = arg_max ( [ pi [i , j ] * x [ j ] | j in 1.. n ] ) ) ;
alldifferent ( x ) ;

The constraint system is vanishingly unlikely to be satisfiable (and indeed this
occurs in none of our tests).
Results comparing the time for the three argmax implementations to prove
unsatisfiability are given in Figure 3, for increasing values of n. The standard
decomposition is evidently not competitive. For these problems, the faster propagation speed of the propagator is more essential than the search reduction from
more expressive nogoods generated by the decomposition. Its often the case that
nogood learning is of limited utility for random problems.
7.2

Wireless signal selection

We consider a modified facility location problem, modelling a WLAN planning
task. The problem is to assign signal strengths to a set of access points A,
maximizing connection quality for a set of clients C, subject to:
– Each client connects to the access point with maximum (observed) signal
strength;
– Each client has a desired throughput; and
– Each access point has a maximum total throughput; all connected clients
incur a penalty if their combined bandwidth demands are not met.
We generated instances by placing n access points and m clients randomly on
a 70 × 70 grid, for n ∈ {10, 15, 20} and m ∈ {40, 55, 70, 85}. Each client is
assigned a random throughput chosen uniformly in [1, 100], and each access
point has maximum throughput 300. The argmax constraint is used for the
first constraint.
The results shown in Figure 4 given the average time on 10 instances of each
size, and in parentheses the number of the 10 instances that succeeded. They
clearly demonstrate that the new propagator and decomposition are subtantially
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APs
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20

clients
40
55
70
85
40
55
70
85
40
55
70
85

dec
22.81 (10)
264.87 (9)
570.91 (2)
— (0)
49.32 (10)
437.44 (5)
583.80 (1)
— (0)
78.58 (10)
366.93 (7)
545.76 (3)
— (0)

prop
1.87 (10)
91.47 (10)
416.46 (7)
564.23 (1)
3.86 (10)
185.84 (8)
403.88 (4)
384.45 (5)
7.03 (10)
96.25 (9)
303.65 (7)
574.85 (1)

new
1.40 (10)
31.01 (10)
173.07 (10)
461.60 (6)
2.00 (10)
78.14 (10)
310.15 (7)
164.66 (10)
5.81 (10)
55.10 (10)
138.06 (9)
519.16 (2)

Fig. 4: Comparison of methods on wireless signal selection problems of various
sizes. Columns give average runtime over instances of each size (timeouts are
counted as 600s), and number of instances solved (out of 10).

better than the current decomposition. Here the intermediate variable M provides more reusable nogoods, meaning the new decomposition improves over the
propagator.
7.3

Boosted Tree Explanation

For this experiment, we considered the soybean and chess (king-rook vs.
king) classification tasks from the UCI Machine Learning Repository.2 These
tasks have 35 and 6 attributes respectively, and both have 18 possible output
classes. We generated boosted-tree models using XGBoost [3], consisting of 50
trees per class, and encoded the resulting classifiers into MiniZinc. We then took
the first 300 instances from each data-set set, and derived cardinality-minimal
explanations for the observed class label using geas’ core-guided optimization
capabilities [5] to emulate the implicit hitting-set method of [6].
These instances contain only a single argmax constraint, at the head of
a very large system of element and linear constraints. Here, the argmax
propagation constitutes a smaller fraction of runtime – the model spends much
more time in the score computations – but its strength is still important. On
these instances, we see that the propagator and new decomposition perform
similarly, both of which demonstrate advantage over the old decomposition.
7.4

Boolean arg-max

Given that the decomposition of Section 5 is domain consistent, it is interesting
to consider how it compares to the specialised decomposition of [12] which is
also domain consistent for the case of a Boolean array with at least one true
value.
2

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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prop
new
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time (s)
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200
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100

0
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0

50

100

150
200
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250

300

0

0
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100

150
200
instances solved

250

300

Fig. 5: Time to compute cardinality-minimal explanations for instances of the
soybean and chess classification tasks.
n b-dec b-prop new
25 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 0.00 0.00 0.00
100 0.00 0.00 0.01
200 0.01 0.00 0.01
400 0.01 0.00 0.01
800 0.01 0.00 0.03
1600 0.01 0.01 0.05
3200 0.03 0.01 0.10
6400 0.05 0.02 0.25
(a) Unit test from [12]

n b-dec b-prop new
25 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 0.01 0.00 0.01
100 0.02 0.01 0.02
200 0.04 0.02 0.02
400 0.13
0.08 0.04
800 0.51
0.36 0.09
1600 18.69 2.05 7.53
3200 121.64 13.05 33.08
- 59.09 127.88
6400
(b) Alternate unit test.

Fig. 6: Performance of the new decomposition for the specialized Boolean case
of argmax.

Figure 6 compares the performance of our new decomposition with the decomposition (b-dec) and propagator (b-prop) presented in [12]. Figure 6(a)
give results on the unit-test given in [12]. On this, the existing decomposition
appears better. However, we note that all solvers prove this problem unsatisfiable without search – so overhead in setting up the constraints plays a major
factor. (b) reports performance on the following constraint system:
1
2

array [1.. n ] of int : d1 = [ (23* i +2) mod n + 1 | i in 1.. n ];
array [1.. n +1] of int : t1 = [ (37* i ) mod n + 1 | i in 1.. n +1];

3
4
5
6
7

array [1.. n ] of int : d2 = [ (17* i +3) mod n + 1
array [1.. n +1] of int : t2 = [ (31* i ) mod n + 1
y = t1 [ arg_max ([ x = d1 [ i ] | i in 1.. n ] ++
x = t2 [ arg_max ([ y = d2 [ i ] | i in 1.. n ] ++

| i in 1.. n ];
| i in 1.. n +1];
[ true ]) ];
[ true ]) ];

This system is still unsatisfiable, but the unsatisfiability is not discovered at
the root. In this case, the results are rather different. The new decomposition
shows a 2 − 4× speedup compared with the existing decomposition. However,
the dedicated propagator still has a clear advantage on larger instances.
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Conclusion

The argmax constraint is a valuable if not well studied constraint. The Boolean
version is important for if-then-else-endif constructs, and has recently been
improved [12]. In this paper we define the domain consistent propagation possible
for argmax and then devise a propagator, and domain consistent decomposition for the integer case. We show that these markedly improve on the default
decomposition. The decomposition is usually superior for integer problems in
learning solvers which can take advantage of the reasoning about the introduced
variable M . The propagator is superior in contexts where the new decomposition
cannot be used (e.g. for floating point/rational domains), and presumably also
for non-learning solvers which cannot take advantage of the richer language of
learning of the decomposition.
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